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It has become abundantly clear that ‘we the people’ are being subjected to a divisive and
derisive ‘leadership’ pantomime of truly global proportions and we cannot any longer simply
hope some sanity will emerge to change this situation.
Stand back for a moment and admire the view. Politicians, civil servants, billionaires,
bankers, telecom chiefs, pharmaceutical CEO’s – you name them – are all acting as though
the standard procedures of responsibility and the rule of law have been abandoned and
anyone wearing a suit or uniform – and displaying an air of importance – can now step in
and make up the rules as they go along.
The Covid Contrivance has provided the necessary fear cover to enable “Satanic” forces to
declare an open day. Behaviour patterns are being ‘directed’ through the application of
behavioural psychology, social engineering and undisguised indoctrination procedures. The
net aﬀect is that people can receive completely contradictory information communicated by
some ‘ﬁgurehead’ and yet remain transﬁxed by his/her instructions and carry them out –
with barely any need for coercion.
It is a process of mass hypnosis which is keeping this demonic show on the road. Put anyone
of these mind-bent/mind-bending authority ﬁgures in the psychiatrist’s chair and with little
hesitation, he/she would be diagnosed as clinically insane. Yet, my friends, these are the
very people we have allowed to dictate our futures.
We have witnessed, on a daily basis, politicians and self styled ‘experts’ tell their audience
stories in which there is absolutely no underlying logic or rationale to what they are saying;
however the instruction is clear – ‘obey!’ – and to a far too large degree, people do. What is
on show here is a paralysis of servitude wedded with political correctness. A deadly and
dastardly combination if there ever was one.
What is termed ‘the new normal’ is supposed to be based upon this model of fear based
uniformity.
But what does ‘the new normal’ mean in the context of this present Covid parody? The
impression one gets is that it means politically obedient zombies walking around in 5G WiFi
operational zones which suck the oxygen out of their blood molecules – while continuing to
wear masks that aﬄict them with ‘apoxia’. The combination making them barely able to
breathe.
All this while still failing to question the fact that they must maintain their observation of
‘the rules’. Well, if this is the new normal, the ‘old normal’ mess we are accustomed to will
start looking like Shangri-La!
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Let us explore what further kind of theatre might develop out of such a scenario. Perhaps
‘the new normals’ on recognising they are having a serious problem breathing, will decide
they need to go to the doctor for a diagnosis of their condition. Once arriving in the surgery
they ﬁnd their doctor happily branding the very latest ‘made in China’ Covid-19 test kit
which, on being put to use, informs the customer that he/she is ‘asymptomatic’ and has
tested ‘positive’ for having antibodies against CV-19. A diagnosis which simply leads to
nobody knowing what to do next, other than going home and turning on the TV to await the
next important pronouncement from Big Brother.
Whatever that turns out to be on the surface, underneath it will be a message concerning
the further imposition of a New World Order depopulation programme.
A purely factual assessment of what’s going on has the aﬀect of simply re-enforcing the
underlying insanity at work within this mind bending comedy of errors.
But are they errors?
My conclusion must be that they are not. The social engineering and mind control
techniques being employed are time tested and known to be eﬀective. And because the
implementers are so sure of the eﬀectiveness of these tools, they are playing with humanity
in much the same way as a cat plays with a mouse en route to killing it.
However, the diﬀerence between a human being and a mouse is that the human has the
God given ability to become ‘aware’ of the threat being perpetrated against human kind and
to take action to counter that threat. Once we become aware that we are being cynically
played with – rather than ‘looked after’ – as governments would make us believe – our
natural reaction is to be outraged!
It is precisely this outrage we should all be feeling at this critical juncture. The latest
demonic attempt to hoodwink a large segment of the population of the planet is more than
just a nasty kink in the road, it is a hiatus in which the future of humanity itself hangs in the
balance. Our reaction to this global in your face exploitation is going to determine the future
for generations to come.
The work we have at hand to expose and reverse this diabolical situation is now an absolute
imperative for each and every one of us. Suddenly we all have the same job and it is not one
anyone is going pay us to do.
That job is nothing less than ﬁghting for the retention and restoration of a fundamental
value system for mankind. A resolute insistence on holding the line for the maintenance of
liberty, dignity and humanity. Drawing upon the inner courage necessary to ﬁght our way
out of this physical and psychological corner we have been so complicit in allowing
ourselves to be backed into.
The possibility of meekly oﬀering ourselves up as victims of some satanic
corporate/billionaire sponsored sect called ‘government’ is more monstrous than the
monsters themselves.
If you ‘get’ the urgency of this message, don’t just nod your head knowingly and retire
contentedly into the armchair in front of the TV screen. That level of hypocrisy can only
serve to greatly extend the prison sentence.
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Throw out the TV as I did twenty years ago – along with the cell phone – in recognition of the
fact that they are indeed Big Brother technologies. Technologies that have played an
unprecedented role in the mass dumbing down of an entire generation and the eclipse of
millions of once thoughtful and creative individuals, from one end of the planet to the other.
Mankind is being tested. At this epoch making time we are all being set an examination.
One which will reveal the emergence of the true human and the submergence of the fake
look-alike. To quote Aldous Huxley
“That we are being propelled in the direction of Brave New World is obvious.
But no less obvious is the fact that we can, if we so desire, refuse to co-operate
with the blind forces that are propelling us” (1955, Brave New World
Revisited).
“If we so desire”, says Huxley. But now, some 65 years later and in the midst of a near
totalitarian take-over encompassing criminal acts of physical and psychological exploitation,
we do not have the luxury of choice. We are surrounded, so break-out we must. No choice.
As I have said before and will repeat, the challenge we are faced with is unprecedented, so
the response we are called upon to manifest must be equally unprecedented. We are
breaking new ground here, and what lies in front of us is bursting with extraordinary
liberating portent.
During the immediate weeks, months and years ahead we have this unparalleled
opportunity to break-out of centuries of servitude to cold, calculating masters of deception
who count on our remaining forever on our knees to their pronouncements. But their game
plan is unravelling and we are increasingly alert to its intentions.
By seizing this auspicious moment and rising up in deﬁance against all attempts to impose a
culture of death over the celebration of life, we will be demonstrating our deepest instinct
for the power of love to overcome all expressions of hate.
Love is, after all, the one force which has always been – and will always be, the God given
prerogative of mankind to make gloriously manifest.
Every action we take in standing-up against the dark forces of occupation on this planet, is a
true expression of our love of Life. Once enough of such actions are made manifest, the light
will most surely break through!
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
Julian Rose is a writer, organic farmer, international activist and holistic practitioner/teacher.
Two of Julian’s books ‘Creative Solutions to a World in Crisis’ and ‘Overcoming the Robotic
Mind – Why Humanity Must Come Through’ are particularly prescient reading for this time.
See www.julianrose.info for more information. He is a frequent contributor to Global
Research.
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